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Naturalism, Functionalism and the 
Metaphysics of Science

• If one takes a naturalist approach to the metaphysics of science, 
agency turns out to play a role in the metaphysics of even (relatively) 
fundamental physics. 

• Naturalism has consequences for debates in the metaphysics of 
science:
• Time and temporal asymmetries 
• Scientific modalities (laws, causation, probabilities)



Overview

1. Metaphysics of Science
2. Naturalism
3. Metaphysics, Naturally
4. Agency and Function
5. Modality



1. Metaphysics of Science

Metaphysics involves asking: 
• What is there?
• What are these things like? Why are they like this? 
• How do they relate to one another?
(Where the kinds of things are those investigated by the sciences)

Metaphysics in this minimalist sense is not committed to:
• A methodology beyond science
• Essences, natures
• Metaphysical fundamentality (as an extra-scientific form of dependence)



Metaphysics of Science

Ask:
• Are there causal relations?
• What are casual relations like? Are they always temporally directed at our world? 

Why are they temporally directed at our world? 
• How do causal relations relate to probabilities?

But not (necessarily):
• What are causal relations? 
• Is it part of the nature of causal relations to be temporally directed at our world? 
• Are causal relations more fundamental than probabilities or counterfactuals? 



2. Naturalism

Ontological Naturalism—What exists is what science says there is. 
Methodological Naturalism—Adopting the methods of science when doing 
philosophy. 

Ontological Naturalism suggests a standpoint outside of science from which 
to affirm the existence claims of science. 
Methodological Naturalism suggests we just keep doing science (we work 
from ‘within’). 
Methodological Naturalism is not itself committed to a particular view about 
what scientific method is or why it should be adopted. But methodological 
naturalists may adopt such (naturalistic) views. 



Naturalism

We might not want to be default Methodological Naturalists about all
domains of philosophical enquiry:
• The normative or evaluative (ethics, politics, art…)
• Domains whose relation to science is disputed (ethics, mathematics, 

religion…) 

But Methodological Naturalism is a good default when our subject 
matter is explicitly things investigated by science.



Naturalism

Adopt Methodological Naturalism for doing Metaphysics of Science. 

Methodological Naturalism is stronger than some positions labelled as 
‘naturalism’. 

• Not just metaphysics ‘informed by science’.
• Not metaphysics that takes off where scientific method leaves off.   



3. Metaphysics, Naturally

Metaphysics may sometimes be immediately or potentially fruitful for 
further scientific investigation.

• Some naturalistic metaphysics may take place within ordinary scientific 
investigation, or closely allied with it:
• What are chemical bonds like? How do they relate to electron densities? What are 

the mechanisms behind inheritance? 

• Some naturalistic metaphysics doesn’t take place within ordinary science 
but does use the methods of a particular ordinary science, perhaps with 
some conceptual help from philosophers. 
• Are electrons waves or particles? What is it for a trait to be ‘natural’? 



Metaphysics, Naturally

But metaphysics may also go beyond the interests of ordinary science 
and scientists. 

• Some metaphysics concerns topics that don’t aid science in its 
ordinary aims, yet helps us get clearer about the claims of science, 
which may be helpful for:
• evaluating to what extent they agree with our ‘ordinary view of the world’
• evaluating their implications for philosophical views 
• generating broader claims about the world beyond those of particular 

sciences



Metaphysics, Naturally

Metaphysics may go beyond the interests of ordinary science and scientists 
because it takes place across several domains of science
• Topics that are too general to be encompassed by a single domain 

(causation)
• Topics where our pre-theoretic intuitions play a role in theory choice 

(primitive ontology, direction of time, direction of causation), suggesting 
the need to investigate the origin or reliability of these intuitions 
(psychology). 
• Questions about how domains relate. 

Philosophy is likely to have a more significant role to play. 
There will be metaphysics of science not practiced by scientists. 



How Should we do Naturalistic Metaphysics?



Metaphysics, Naturally

• Consider how to read ontology off theories (Ontological Naturalism)

• Improve how well our theories cohere with one another 

• Test and improve our theories 



Explanatory Demands 

There are certain explanatory demands that any naturalistic theory 
(given background theory) must meet. 

• While they may seem weak, they are incredibly general. 
• They still place substantive restrictions on theories. 
• They are particularly relevant when the theories are those of 

metaphysics. 



Explanatory Demands

1. Epistemic Demands: We can explain (naturalistically) how we come 
to know of the relevant entities and their features. So, the truth of 
the theory can’t undermine its evidential basis (Boltzmann brains, 
bare theory of quantum mechanics).

2. Appearance Demands: We can explain (naturalistically) how we 
come to have certain experiences, intuitions and beliefs apparently 
about those entities.

3. Conceptual Demands: We can explain (naturalistically) how we 
come to have and reason with the relevant concepts. 

(These are non-exhaustive and may have redundancies)



Metaphysics, Naturally

The demands might be thought of in terms of coherency requirements 
or a requirement to ‘recover’ ones starting point.
1. Epistemic Demands: Primarily about coherency: Our final theory of 

what is true can’t undermine our ability to know the theory is true.
2. Appearance Demands: Primarily about recovering ones starting 

point: Our theory should be able to explain the 
intuitions/experiences we begun with (even if we were mistaken in 
what they were or indicated). 

3. Conceptual Demands: Often about both coherency and recovery: 
Concepts often feature at the start and end of investigation.



The Direction of Time

Say a theory posits a primitive direction of time with no (naturalistic) 
implications for the the distribution of matter and/or scientific relations. 
1. Epistemic Demands: We need to explain (naturalistically) how we come 

to know this primitive direction of time.
2. Appearance Demands: We need to explain (naturalistically) how the 

primitive direction of time gives rise to our experience of passage.
3. Conceptual Demands: We need to explain how we come to have a 

concept of this primitive direction of time.
• Arguably, these demands could not be be met—the direction could not be 

manifest to us (Price 1996).
• A primitive direction of time better have (naturalistic) implications for the 

the distribution of matter and/or scientific relations.



Metaphysics, Naturally

• We are in trouble if:
• We have no answer to these explanatory demands
• We have reason to think these demands can’t be met

• We aren’t in trouble merely if:
• Our intuitions were all mistaken—intuitions have no privileged epistemic role.
• Certain metaphysical questions remain unanswered, particularly regarding 

theory structure or choice of ontology/ideology. 
(I’m more committed to naturalism than the demands of metaphysics.)



The Direction of Time

• Early A-theorists: Didn’t typically consider these explanatory demands. 
• B-theorists: Often answer these explanatory demands, naturalistically—

e.g. explaining the appearance of passage.
• Current A-theorists: Typically give non-naturalistic answers, if any. (e.g. 

Prior’s thanks goodness argument) 
• Quasi ‘A-theorists’ (primitive direction of time but no privileged present) 

(Maudlin, Frisch): Somewhat address the explanatory demands (the details 
are murky). 
• Quasi ‘B-theorists’ (Callender, Deng): Often answer these explanatory 

demands naturalistically, and don’t take their answers to settle A vs. B 
theory ontology. 



The Direction of Time 

Maudlin: A temporal asymmetry of time/production implies that initial (but 
not final) microstates are necessarily ‘typical’, given their macrostate. 
This temporal asymmetry of production implies a temporal asymmetry in the 
laws and causation. 
Problems:  
1. There is no guarantee that the asymmetry of time/production/laws is 

manifest—this requires a low entropy condition/gradient.
2. There is no account of how a temporal asymmetry in the 

laws/production/time gives rise to the temporal asymmetry of causation.
3. What are these implications? Why not just start with the asymmetries in 

probability? 



The Direction of Time

• While one could naturistically explain temporal asymmetries using a 
primitive direction of time, prominent (apparently scientific) 
proposals don’t even attempt this.
• The interesting work is done by the asymmetric probabilistic posits. 

• There are sustained attempts to explain a range of temporal 
asymmetries without a primitive direction of time (Reichenbach, 
Albert, Callender, Papineau, Price)
• These temporal asymmetries may, perhaps with conceptual revision, 

capture all we mean by the direction of time. 



4. Agency and Function

None of the Explanatory Demands imply anti-realism. 
Yet features of ourselves are relevant to meeting all of these demands.

1. Epistemic: Our cognitive abilities, perceptual apparatus, etc. 
2. Appearance: Our perceptual apparatus, pre-theoretical intuitions, etc.
3. Conceptual: The basis on which we form concepts

For this reason, meeting these demands has sometimes required cross-
disciplinary activity:

• E.g. Philosophy of time now features physics and psychology (Callender) 
So, no wonder they don’t always feature within ordinary science.
We have something about us featuring in distinctive metaphysical 
enterprises (even of relatively fundamental physics). 



Agency and Function

The Epistemic and Appearance Demands are often the most discussed. 
1. Epistemic Demands: People take their claims to knowledge very 

seriously and are used to epistemology naturalised. 
• Concerns with a primitive direction of time, a rate of temporal flow, or a 

special unique present are typically framed in terms of knowledge.
2. Appearance Demands: People take their intuitions very seriously—

and are (somewhat) used to philosophy of mind naturalised. 
• Debates between A and B theorists are often framed in terms of who can 

explain why we have experiences of temporal passage or the specialness of 
the present. (Although intuitions are also sometimes given additional 
epistemic weight.)



Agency and Function

• Arguably, the conceptual demands are equally important. 

3. Conceptual Demands: We can explain (naturalistically) how we 
come to have the relevant concepts and reason in those terms.



Agency and Function

How do we come by concepts? 
• Descriptive flat-footism: Because those things exist
• Metaphysical magnetism: Because those things exist and have 

metaphysical/epistemic magnetism: they are metaphysically 
fundamental. (cf. Price and substantive reference relations) 
• Naturalistic Functionalism: Because reasoning using the concept is 

useful to us. (Quine, Carnap, Price)
• (By naturalism, functionalism may be inappropriate in domains where 

we’re radically mistaken.)



Agency and Function

• Even if the function is relatively indirect, the concept and thing had 
better be relevant to us if we’re to develop the concept at all. 
• The concept may be relevant to us as citizens of a nation, as social 

creatures, as humans, as agents, etc. 
• I suggest our status as agents is typically what’s relevant in many 

debates about relatively basic entities in metaphysics. 



The Direction of Time

• Early A-theorists: Didn’t typically consider these explanatory demands—
presumably because of descriptive flat-footism. 
• Current A-theorists: Typically give non-naturalistic answers, if any—often 

involving metaphysical/epistemic magnetism. 
• B-theorists and Quasi B-theorists: While often not framed in terms of 

concepts or function, they do give naturalistic resources that can explain 
why we developed concepts of the present, the flow of time, etc. 

(Callender: Given relevant energy and length scales and the speeds of our 
perceptual apparatus and actions, we take it we inhabit a shared present.) 
(Reichenbach: Given temporal asymmetries of knowledge, causation, and 
much else, we take there to be a direction of time)



Agency and Function

• Often, a focus on the function of our concepts has been associated 
with anti-metaphysics and as inimical to the metaphysical project. 

• Huw Price’s Global Pragmatism: We should focus on the function of 
our concepts (e.g. CAUSATION) and not attempt an account of what 
causation is like. 
• Carnap’s Internal/External Distinction: Questions about the function 

of our concepts are asked externally—they don’t use those concepts 
as internal questions do—and so can’t answer questions about what 
the thing itself is like. 



Agency and Function

• This is a mistake. 
• Even if we’re concerned with the function of our concepts, often the 

functionality of the concept depends on the existence and features of 
the thing itself.  
• E.g. The reason we develop the concept WATER is that water exists, we 

can know about it and it is relevant to our survival (Quine).

• (To my mind, Carnap and Quine agree, for the most part, on how to 
do naturalistic metaphysics/ontology.) 



Objection 1: Price’s Global Expressivism

• Price argues that Methodological Naturalism and Functionalism do not 
have metaphysical implications. 
• Our aim is to explain (naturalistically) why people talk in certain ways. 
• E.g. Why do people say “A causes B”?
• We don’t answer (naturalistically) what causation is. 
• Different domains serve different functions (Functional Pluralism). 
• CAUSATION doesn’t serve the function of representing or Representing causal 

relations in the world—instead it serves the function of expressing 
conditional beliefs. 
• So, we’d be wrong to use an account of how we come by the concept
CAUSATION to account for what causation is like. 



Response

• Learning about causation does not rely on a worrying from of 
Representationalism or assuming that the function of CAUSATION is to represent. 

• When the relevant concepts are those of the natural sciences, those very same 
concepts can be used in our naturalistic investigations. 

• So, we can ask what causation and its features are like just as we can ask why 
CAUSATION is useful—and thinking about the usefulness of CAUSATION can direct us 
to features that make causation useful. 

• We need not assume that CAUSATION R/represents—merely that causation is to be 
naturalistically investigated. 

• (Though I see no harm with talk of ‘represents’—where this allows that there’s 
substantive further things to say about the concept’s broader function.) 

• Naturalism in the metaphysics of science is not limited to explanations of the 
function of concepts. 



Objection 2: Disunity

• But what if the functional role of science is disunified?
• Price: CAUSATION is used to express conditional beliefs (of other states 

conditional on our free actions). 
• The concepts of fundamental physics do not serve this function. 
• So, we shouldn’t give (metaphysical) accounts of causation or how 

causal relations relate to other worldly relations. 
• More generally, what if ‘higher-level’ sciences play roles distinct from 

‘lower-level’ sciences?



Disunity Response 1

Even if concepts of ‘higher-level’ sciences play roles distinct from 
‘lower-level’ sciences, this doesn’t mean we’re stuck only explaining 
concepts. 
• The science Price uses is typically higher-level: evolution, causal 

explanation, agency. 
• Provided we adopt an appropriate higher-level starting point, we can 

discuss the features of and explain higher-level entities. 

• Can we do so ‘across’ different ‘levels’/sciences? 



Disunity Response 2

There is sufficient functional and compositional unity among the 
sciences, without adopting a strong form of reductionism.  
• Strong reductionism has sometimes suggested a conceptual and/or 

metaphysical reduction of one entity to another—typically in a way 
that requires talk of essences, natures or metaphysical 
fundamentality. 
• (E.g. We can derive behavioral ecology from quantum mechanics.)
• Even without strong reductionism, the claims of different sciences 

need to match up…



Disunity Response 2

• E.g. This duck is composed of molecules organised in these ways. The 
movement of this duck can be derived using: 
• Behavioral ecology
• Molecular biology
• Quantum chemistry

• These derivations must accord reasonably well with each other and 
with observation—or the science either needs revision or was 
inappropriately applied. 
• These derivations may make heavy use of structural facts.
• These derivations needn’t be equally good explanations. 



Disunity Response 2

• If there is functional (derivation) and compositional unity among the 
sciences, we can ask interesting questions about how objects referred 
to at different levels relate. 
• What conditions must obtain regarding a duck’s neural activity and 

oxygen flow for us to say that it is alive? 
• What intermolecular forces are relevant for brain functioning?
• With functional and compositional unity in play, we’re back to 

addressing metaphysical questions in naturalistic terms.



Causation

• Price: We have the concept causation because we use it to express
conditional beliefs (other states conditional on our free actions). 
• Naturalistic Functionalist: Causal relations track (objective, chance-like) 

probabilistic dependencies of states on free choices (of appropriately 
deliberating rational agents). 
• Evidential Biconditional (2017): A is a cause of B if and only if an agent 

deciding on A in ‘proper deliberation’ for the sake of B would be good 
evidence of B [where ‘good evidence’ is a worldly probabilistic relation]
• If this biconditional is true, there is, minimally, a correspondence between 

objective probabilities and causal relations. 
• We can explain why we come to reason in causal terms—causal relations 

track what free choices of rational agents would in fact raise the probability 
of intended outcomes. 



Causation

• To explain causal asymmetry, you need to explain temporal 
asymmetries in probabilistic structure from which causal asymmetry 
derives. 
• A typical place to explain asymmetries in temporal asymmetries in 

probabilistic structure is using the resources of statistical mechanics 
and/or related probabilistic posits concerning initial conditions 
(Reichenbach, Albert, Papineau)
• Even without metaphysical reduction, and with a focus on function 

and a relatively weak form of unity, you can give naturalistic 
explanations of temporal asymmetries. 



5. Modality

Often modality has seemed inimical to naturalism:
• Price, Papineau: Modality is difficult for a naturalist to accommodate, 

since, by naturalism, we only ever have access to the actual world. 

Naturalists have sometimes used a focus on function to reduce the 
modal to the non-modal actual:
• Lewis, Loewer: We should reduce the modal to the non-modal by 

considering the function of laws, probabilities, etc. 
• Part of the motivation is that modality is ‘mysterious’—presumably it 

doesn’t fit easily into our natural view of the world. 



Modality

• Given that science is up to its necks in modal discoveries (laws, causal 
relations, probabilities) these claims are puzzling.
• However scientists discover laws, etc. it is through naturalistic 

methods: observation, experiment, randomized control trials, etc.
• Our naturalistic methods of knowing aren’t limited to discovering the 

non-modal actual. 
• Moreover, science makes heavy use of modal relations. 
• There is no prima facie concerns about the naturalistic credentials of 

modal relations. 



Modality

• The worry might be that, when we look in more detail, we have no 
reasonable naturalistic account of how we come to know the modal.
• Van Fraassen’s Inference and Identification Problems, The Problem of 

Induction, Lewis’ ‘see dimly’ Complaint’
• If modality is distinct from the non-modal actual, the only accounts of how 

modal relations relate to the non-modal actual presuppose modal 
relations—and that’s viciously circular or otherwise illicit. 
• E.g. It is only highly probable that relative frequencies indicate 

probabilities.
• Only if modal relations reduce to the non-modal actual can there be a non-

probabilistic guarantee that relative frequencies indicate probabilities.



Modality

Response: 
• If there are no prima facie concerns about the naturalistic credentials 

of modal relations, there is no problem employing them in naturalistic 
accounts of how we come to know the modal. 
• It is highly probable that relative frequencies indicate probabilities.
• To think otherwise is to give weight to non-naturalistic concerns 

about the mysteriousness of the modal.  



Modality

Moreover, attempts to reduce the modal to the non-modal end up flouting 
naturalism. (Forth.) 
When explaining the usefulness of modality, what are the implications of the 
probabilities being thus and so?
• Naturalist: Those of standard probability theory.
• Humean: That the best systematization (or similar) of the actual world is such 

that those are the probabilities. 
E.g. What are the implications of the chance of heads being 0.5?
• Naturalist: It’s likely roughly half of coin tosses will come up heads. 
• Humean: It’s guaranteed that roughly half of coin tosses will come up heads
When accounting for the usefulness of modal relations, Humeans depart from 
Methodological Naturalism. 



Conclusion

• Methodological Naturalism is a reasonable choice for the metaphysics of 
science—and gives us questions to ask that take us beyond the immediate 
interests of ordinary science. 
• Adopting Methodological Naturalism, there are substantive explanatory 

demands that any theory must meet. 
• Meeting these demands requires appealing to features of us.
• These demands help make sense of and adjudicate metaphysical debates 

regarding time, the direction of time and the metaphysics of causation. 
• Naturalistic Functionalism implies a straightforward acceptance of modal 

relations such as laws, causation, etc.  
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Metaphysics, Naturally

Determining what exists is important in naturalistic metaphysics. But it is not 
the prime ultimate goal. (unlike with Ontological Naturalism)

• What is there?
• What are they like? Why are they like this? 
• How do they relate to one another?

• There may be functionally equivalent theories with different ontologies. 
• There may be functionally equivalent theories with different structures. 
• There may be occasions for conceptual choice that the world does not 

straightforwardly settle. 



Causation

• One might then posit or recommend a theoretical, conceptual or 
ontological reduction for causation to objective probabilities—but 
doing so isn’t strictly needed to provide an account of key features of 
causation (e.g. its temporal asymmetry).
• However, explaining key features (such as temporal asymmetry) 

sometimes requires looking for correspondences between different 
‘levels’ of science. (vs. Price) (2022)



Causation (optional) 

• Price ultimately explains the temporal asymmetry of causation by 
characterizing agents as causal interveners (their choices break 
correlations between the state and its usual causes).
• Characterizing agents in this way makes Price’s explanation of the 

temporal asymmetry of causation viciously circular. (Forth.) 
• (We have to assume causes come before their effects if the 

correlation breaking of decision-making is to explain why an agent’s 
decision on a state is only ever correlated with later states.)
• For a similar reason, interventionist accounts don’t typically aim to 

explain the temporal asymmetry of causation. 


